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Big video data

Facebook 2016: 
100 million hours of video 

watched per day

Youtube 2015: 300 hours 
uploaded per minute [Youtube] FB Live Video

Twitch

Netflix

Snapchat Video
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Today’s topic
▪ Challenges and key ideas of datacenter-scale video processing 

▪ Three examples: 
- Video upload at Facebook 
- Massively parallel video encoding 
- A data-parallel framework for video processing
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Facebook Streaming Video Engine (SVE)
▪ Designed for non-streaming video upload (not Facebook Live) 

- Facebook video posts 
- FB Messenger video shares 
- Instagram Stories 
- 360 videos 

▪ Goals/requirements: 

- Low latency: minimize latency of start of upload to sharable state 
- Particularly for FB Messanger uploads 

- Flexible (support variety of applications, with different processing pipelines 
after upload) 

- Robust to faults and overload
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Basic video sharing pipeline

Client 
1

2. Video upload
3. Process

1. Record

5. Share Event

4. Store

6. Stream to viewerClient 
2

(validation, 
reencoding, 

video analysis, 
thumbnail extract)

Datacenter
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Video upload and processing times *
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(a) Upload times (A–B). (b) MES encoding time (D–E). (c) MES load time (C–D).

Figure 4: Latency CDFs for the steps in the logical �ow of MES broken down for ranges from < 1MB to > 1GB.
The upload time (A–B) is the same for MES and SVE. Storage sync time (B–C) is described in §4.3. There is a single
legend across the three �gures.

(a) SVE encoding start delay (A–D). (b) SVE encoding time (D–E). (c) SVE per-video max fetch time.

Figure 5: Latency CDFs for the steps in the logical �ow of SVE broken down for ranges from < 1MB to > 1GB. The
upload time (A–B) is shown in Figure 4a. The storage time (B–C) is described in §4.3. Figure 5c shows the per-video
max latency across all fetches by workers from the preprocessor caches (similar to C–D in MES). There is a single
legend spread across the three �gures.

is a larger window over which the compression algorithm
can exploit temporal locality, but less parallelism because
there are fewer segments. We use a segment size of 10 sec-
onds for applications that prefer lower latency over the best
compression ratio—e.g., messaging and the subset of encod-
ings that drive News Feed noti�cations. We use a segment
size of 2 minutes for high quality encodings of large video
posts where a single digit percentage improvement on com-
pression is prioritized, as long as the latency does not exceed
a product-speci�ed limit.

Per-segment encoding requires converting processing that
executes over the entire video to execute on smaller video
segments. SVE achieves this by segmenting each video, with
each segment appearing to be a complete video. For videos
with constant frame rates and evenly distributed GOP bound-
aries, there is no need for additional coordination during

encoding. But, for variable frame rate videos, SVE needs to
adjust the encoding parameters for each segment based on
the context of all earlier segments—e.g., their frame count
and duration. Stitching the separately processed segments
back together requires a sequential pass over the video, but
fortunately this is lightweight and can be combined with a
pass that ensures the resulting video is well formed.

The high degree of parallelism in SVE can sometimes lead
to malformed videos when the original video has artifacts.
For instance, some editing tools set the audio starting time to
a negative value as a way to cut audio out, but our encoder
behaves di�erently when processing the audio track alone
than in the more typical case when it processes it together
with the video track. Another example is missing frame in-
formation that causes our segmentation process to fail to
generate the correct segment. Ensuring SVE can handle such
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Figure 5: Latency CDFs for the steps in the logical �ow of SVE broken down for ranges from < 1MB to > 1GB. The
upload time (A–B) is shown in Figure 4a. The storage time (B–C) is described in §4.3. Figure 5c shows the per-video
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is a larger window over which the compression algorithm
can exploit temporal locality, but less parallelism because
there are fewer segments. We use a segment size of 10 sec-
onds for applications that prefer lower latency over the best
compression ratio—e.g., messaging and the subset of encod-
ings that drive News Feed noti�cations. We use a segment
size of 2 minutes for high quality encodings of large video
posts where a single digit percentage improvement on com-
pression is prioritized, as long as the latency does not exceed
a product-speci�ed limit.

Per-segment encoding requires converting processing that
executes over the entire video to execute on smaller video
segments. SVE achieves this by segmenting each video, with
each segment appearing to be a complete video. For videos
with constant frame rates and evenly distributed GOP bound-
aries, there is no need for additional coordination during

encoding. But, for variable frame rate videos, SVE needs to
adjust the encoding parameters for each segment based on
the context of all earlier segments—e.g., their frame count
and duration. Stitching the separately processed segments
back together requires a sequential pass over the video, but
fortunately this is lightweight and can be combined with a
pass that ensures the resulting video is well formed.

The high degree of parallelism in SVE can sometimes lead
to malformed videos when the original video has artifacts.
For instance, some editing tools set the audio starting time to
a negative value as a way to cut audio out, but our encoder
behaves di�erently when processing the audio track alone
than in the more typical case when it processes it together
with the video track. Another example is missing frame in-
formation that causes our segmentation process to fail to
generate the correct segment. Ensuring SVE can handle such
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is a larger window over which the compression algorithm
can exploit temporal locality, but less parallelism because
there are fewer segments. We use a segment size of 10 sec-
onds for applications that prefer lower latency over the best
compression ratio—e.g., messaging and the subset of encod-
ings that drive News Feed noti�cations. We use a segment
size of 2 minutes for high quality encodings of large video
posts where a single digit percentage improvement on com-
pression is prioritized, as long as the latency does not exceed
a product-speci�ed limit.

Per-segment encoding requires converting processing that
executes over the entire video to execute on smaller video
segments. SVE achieves this by segmenting each video, with
each segment appearing to be a complete video. For videos
with constant frame rates and evenly distributed GOP bound-
aries, there is no need for additional coordination during

encoding. But, for variable frame rate videos, SVE needs to
adjust the encoding parameters for each segment based on
the context of all earlier segments—e.g., their frame count
and duration. Stitching the separately processed segments
back together requires a sequential pass over the video, but
fortunately this is lightweight and can be combined with a
pass that ensures the resulting video is well formed.

The high degree of parallelism in SVE can sometimes lead
to malformed videos when the original video has artifacts.
For instance, some editing tools set the audio starting time to
a negative value as a way to cut audio out, but our encoder
behaves di�erently when processing the audio track alone
than in the more typical case when it processes it together
with the video track. Another example is missing frame in-
formation that causes our segmentation process to fail to
generate the correct segment. Ensuring SVE can handle such
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Figure 5: Latency CDFs for the steps in the logical �ow of SVE broken down for ranges from < 1MB to > 1GB. The
upload time (A–B) is shown in Figure 4a. The storage time (B–C) is described in §4.3. Figure 5c shows the per-video
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is a larger window over which the compression algorithm
can exploit temporal locality, but less parallelism because
there are fewer segments. We use a segment size of 10 sec-
onds for applications that prefer lower latency over the best
compression ratio—e.g., messaging and the subset of encod-
ings that drive News Feed noti�cations. We use a segment
size of 2 minutes for high quality encodings of large video
posts where a single digit percentage improvement on com-
pression is prioritized, as long as the latency does not exceed
a product-speci�ed limit.

Per-segment encoding requires converting processing that
executes over the entire video to execute on smaller video
segments. SVE achieves this by segmenting each video, with
each segment appearing to be a complete video. For videos
with constant frame rates and evenly distributed GOP bound-
aries, there is no need for additional coordination during

encoding. But, for variable frame rate videos, SVE needs to
adjust the encoding parameters for each segment based on
the context of all earlier segments—e.g., their frame count
and duration. Stitching the separately processed segments
back together requires a sequential pass over the video, but
fortunately this is lightweight and can be combined with a
pass that ensures the resulting video is well formed.

The high degree of parallelism in SVE can sometimes lead
to malformed videos when the original video has artifacts.
For instance, some editing tools set the audio starting time to
a negative value as a way to cut audio out, but our encoder
behaves di�erently when processing the audio track alone
than in the more typical case when it processes it together
with the video track. Another example is missing frame in-
formation that causes our segmentation process to fail to
generate the correct segment. Ensuring SVE can handle such

File size of video
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is a larger window over which the compression algorithm
can exploit temporal locality, but less parallelism because
there are fewer segments. We use a segment size of 10 sec-
onds for applications that prefer lower latency over the best
compression ratio—e.g., messaging and the subset of encod-
ings that drive News Feed noti�cations. We use a segment
size of 2 minutes for high quality encodings of large video
posts where a single digit percentage improvement on com-
pression is prioritized, as long as the latency does not exceed
a product-speci�ed limit.

Per-segment encoding requires converting processing that
executes over the entire video to execute on smaller video
segments. SVE achieves this by segmenting each video, with
each segment appearing to be a complete video. For videos
with constant frame rates and evenly distributed GOP bound-
aries, there is no need for additional coordination during

encoding. But, for variable frame rate videos, SVE needs to
adjust the encoding parameters for each segment based on
the context of all earlier segments—e.g., their frame count
and duration. Stitching the separately processed segments
back together requires a sequential pass over the video, but
fortunately this is lightweight and can be combined with a
pass that ensures the resulting video is well formed.

The high degree of parallelism in SVE can sometimes lead
to malformed videos when the original video has artifacts.
For instance, some editing tools set the audio starting time to
a negative value as a way to cut audio out, but our encoder
behaves di�erently when processing the audio track alone
than in the more typical case when it processes it together
with the video track. Another example is missing frame in-
formation that causes our segmentation process to fail to
generate the correct segment. Ensuring SVE can handle such

* Serialized times (SVE system will parallelize encoding across segments as discussed in a few slides)
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Pipelining upload and processing
▪ Client application partitions video into segments prior to upload 
▪ Client application optionally downsamples video (skipped if video recorded at low enough 

resolution, internet connection is fast, or device does not support HW accelerated encode) 
▪ Upload and processing of video is pipelined (upload and processing is mostly parallelized) 
▪ Processing itself can be parallelized across segments

Seg 
1

Seg 
2

Seg 
3

Seg 
4

Seg 
5

Seg 
6

Time

= upload

= store

= processing
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DAG representation of processing
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Figure 7: Simpli�ed DAG for processing videos.
Grayed tasks run for each segment of the video track.

granularity of both tasks and their inputs controls the com-
plexity/parallelism tradeo� and is speci�ed as a subset of a
stream-of-tracks.

The stream-of-tracks abstraction provides two dimensions
of granularity that re�ect the structure of videos. The �rst
dimension is the tracks within a video, e.g., the video track
and the audio track. Tasks can operate on either one track in-
dividually or all tracks together. Specifying a task to operate
on an individual track enables SVE to extract some paral-
lelism and is simple for programmers. For example, speech
recognition only requires the audio track while thumbnail
extraction and facial recognition only require the video track.
Specifying these tasks to operate on only their required track
allows SVE to parallelize their execution without increasing
the burden on the programmer because the processing tasks
do not need to be rewritten.

The second dimension of granularity is the stream of data
within a track, e.g., GOP-based segments within a video track.
This dimension exposes more parallelism, but increases com-
plexity because it requires tasks that can operate at the gran-
ularity of individual segments. For instance, enabling re-
encoding tasks to operate on segments required us to modify
the �mpeg commands we used and required us to add a
new task that stitches together the segmented video into a
single video. Computer vision based video classi�cation is
an example of a task that it would be di�cult to convert to
operate at the segment level. Our classi�er operates on the
full video and does things like track objects across frames.
Reengineering this classi�er to operate across segments and
then combine the di�erent results would be complex.
Figure 7 shows a simpli�ed version of the DAG for pro-

cessing videos to be shared on Facebook. The initial video is
split into tracks for video, audio, and metadata. The video
and audio tracks are then copied n times, one for each of the
n encoding bitrates (n = 2 for video, 1 for audio) in the �g-
ure. At this point, the re-encoding tasks, which are the most

pipeline = create_pipeline(video)

video_track = pipeline.create_video_track()
if video.should_encode_hd

hd_video = video_track.add(hd_encoding)
.add(count_segments)

sd_video = video_track.add(
{sd_encoding, thumbnail_generation},

).add(count_segments)

audio_track = pipeline.create_audio_track()
sd_audio = audio_track.add(sd_encoding)

meta_track =
pipeline.create_metadata_track()
.add(analysis)

pipeline.sync_point(
{hd_video, sd_video, sd_audio},
combine_tracks,

).add(notify, �latency_sensitive�)
.add(video_classification)

Figure 8: Pseudo-code for generating the simpli�ed
DAG. Dependencies in the DAG are encoded by chain-
ing tasks. Branches of the DAG can be merged with
sync points. Tasks can also be annotated easily, e.g.,
specifying the notify task to be latency sensitive.

computationally intensive, are operating at the maximum
parallelism: segments of individual tracks. Thumbnail gener-
ation, which is also moderately time consuming, is grouped
inside the SD encoding task group to be executed at segment
level, without incurring an additional video track copy. The
output segments of each track are checked after they �nish
encoding in parallel, by the “count segments” tasks as a syn-
chronization point. Then all the tracks are joined for storage,
before the user is noti�ed their video is ready to be shared.
Some processing on the full video typically happens after
the noti�cation, such as video classi�cation.
The DAG in Figure 7 follows the typical pattern of our

DAGs: split into tracks, segment, split into encodings, collect
segments, join segments, and then join tracks. This structure
enables the most parallelism for the most computationally
intensive tasks, which are re-encodings. It also provides a
simple way for programmers to add most tasks. Most tasks
operate over the fully joined tracks, which is even simpler
to reason about than one big script. This provides SVE with
most of the best of both worlds of parallelism and simplic-
ity: parallelism is enabled for the few tasks that dominate
processing time, which gives us most of the bene�ts of par-
allelism without requiring programmers to reason about
parallelism for more than a few tasks.
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granularity of both tasks and their inputs controls the com-
plexity/parallelism tradeo� and is speci�ed as a subset of a
stream-of-tracks.

The stream-of-tracks abstraction provides two dimensions
of granularity that re�ect the structure of videos. The �rst
dimension is the tracks within a video, e.g., the video track
and the audio track. Tasks can operate on either one track in-
dividually or all tracks together. Specifying a task to operate
on an individual track enables SVE to extract some paral-
lelism and is simple for programmers. For example, speech
recognition only requires the audio track while thumbnail
extraction and facial recognition only require the video track.
Specifying these tasks to operate on only their required track
allows SVE to parallelize their execution without increasing
the burden on the programmer because the processing tasks
do not need to be rewritten.

The second dimension of granularity is the stream of data
within a track, e.g., GOP-based segments within a video track.
This dimension exposes more parallelism, but increases com-
plexity because it requires tasks that can operate at the gran-
ularity of individual segments. For instance, enabling re-
encoding tasks to operate on segments required us to modify
the �mpeg commands we used and required us to add a
new task that stitches together the segmented video into a
single video. Computer vision based video classi�cation is
an example of a task that it would be di�cult to convert to
operate at the segment level. Our classi�er operates on the
full video and does things like track objects across frames.
Reengineering this classi�er to operate across segments and
then combine the di�erent results would be complex.
Figure 7 shows a simpli�ed version of the DAG for pro-

cessing videos to be shared on Facebook. The initial video is
split into tracks for video, audio, and metadata. The video
and audio tracks are then copied n times, one for each of the
n encoding bitrates (n = 2 for video, 1 for audio) in the �g-
ure. At this point, the re-encoding tasks, which are the most

pipeline = create_pipeline(video)

video_track = pipeline.create_video_track()
if video.should_encode_hd

hd_video = video_track.add(hd_encoding)
.add(count_segments)

sd_video = video_track.add(
{sd_encoding, thumbnail_generation},

).add(count_segments)

audio_track = pipeline.create_audio_track()
sd_audio = audio_track.add(sd_encoding)

meta_track =
pipeline.create_metadata_track()
.add(analysis)

pipeline.sync_point(
{hd_video, sd_video, sd_audio},
combine_tracks,

).add(notify, �latency_sensitive�)
.add(video_classification)

Figure 8: Pseudo-code for generating the simpli�ed
DAG. Dependencies in the DAG are encoded by chain-
ing tasks. Branches of the DAG can be merged with
sync points. Tasks can also be annotated easily, e.g.,
specifying the notify task to be latency sensitive.

computationally intensive, are operating at the maximum
parallelism: segments of individual tracks. Thumbnail gener-
ation, which is also moderately time consuming, is grouped
inside the SD encoding task group to be executed at segment
level, without incurring an additional video track copy. The
output segments of each track are checked after they �nish
encoding in parallel, by the “count segments” tasks as a syn-
chronization point. Then all the tracks are joined for storage,
before the user is noti�ed their video is ready to be shared.
Some processing on the full video typically happens after
the noti�cation, such as video classi�cation.
The DAG in Figure 7 follows the typical pattern of our

DAGs: split into tracks, segment, split into encodings, collect
segments, join segments, and then join tracks. This structure
enables the most parallelism for the most computationally
intensive tasks, which are re-encodings. It also provides a
simple way for programmers to add most tasks. Most tasks
operate over the fully joined tracks, which is even simpler
to reason about than one big script. This provides SVE with
most of the best of both worlds of parallelism and simplic-
ity: parallelism is enabled for the few tasks that dominate
processing time, which gives us most of the bene�ts of par-
allelism without requiring programmers to reason about
parallelism for more than a few tasks.

DAG Specification:

Simple DAG: 
Encodes HD and SD version of uploaded video

Facebook Video Posts: ~153 tasks 
Messanger shares: 18 tasks 
Instagram stories: 22 tasks

DAG node = “task” 
Each task is executed serially on one video segment 
Overall DAG execution can be parallelized 
(across tracks and segments)

Nodes defined on audio, video, metadata tracks:
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Coarse-grained parallel video encoding
▪ Parallelized across segments (Iframe inserted at start of segment) 
▪ Concatenate independently encoded bitstreams

Task 1 
(encode 0-2 min)

Task 2 
(encode 2-4 min)

Task 3 
(encode 4-6 min)

Task 4 
(encode 6-8 min)

Task 5 
concat

Smaller segments = more potential parallelism, worse video compression 
Latency-sensitive applications: 10 second segments 
Non-latency sensitive, long videos: 2 minute segments (maximize compression)
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Overload control
▪ When FB cannot keep up with upload rate… 

▪ Delay latency-insensitive tasks 

▪ Redirect uploads to new datacenter region 

▪ Delay processing of new uploads
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Massively parallel video encoding
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Challenge
▪ Video encoding is inherently sequential (current frame represented in terms of 

data from previous frames) 

▪ Coarse-grained parallelism is possible, at the cost of reduced compression 
(additional keyframes) 

- 4K video: keyframe ~ 11MB, interframe ~ 10s of KB

▪ Growing interest in “Serverless computing” 

▪ Question: Is it possible to parallelize video encode onto thousands of cores?

AWS Lambda

Google

Today’s AWS Lambda Pricing 
$0.000002 per request + $0.00001667 per GB/sec
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Expressing a video encoder in a continuation 
passing style
// prob model: tables representing encoding of values in video stream 
// reference_images contains three prior images 
state:= (prob_model, reference_images[3]); 

// just a full image 
keyframe := image pixels for entire frame 
  
// prediction_modes and motion vectors define how to predict current 
// frame given decoder state 
// residue is correction to this prediction 
interframe := (prediction_modes, motion_vectors, residue) 

// decoding a frame generates one image of pixels, and 
// an updated decoder state  
decode(state, compressed_frame) —> (new_state, image) 

// generate an interframe approximating image given the current 
// decoder state.  This operation requires expensive motion estimation. 
encode-given-state(state, image, quality_param) -> interframe 

// use prediction info from interframe to estimate prediction for  
// image given new state, store new residue in new_interface 
// Note: rebase is cheap because it does not perform motion estimation 
rebase(new_state, image, interframe) -> new_interframe 
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Massively parallel video encoding using “rebase”

// N = frames per thread 
// x = threads to use 
ParallelEncode[N,x] 

In parallel, each thread encodes N consecutive frames of video 
(generates 1 keyframe + N-1 interframes) 

In parallel, each thread decodes its N frames of video 
Thread t passes its final decoder state to thread t+1. 

In parallel, each thread executes encode-given-state() on its first frame 
using the decoder state it receives, replacing what was a keyframe with an 
interframe that is dependent on decoding the prior thread’s output. 
(requires the original image) 

In sequence, each thread rebases its remaining frames based on state after 
decoding first frame.  When complete, thread t sends final decoder state 
to thread t+1   
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Computation schedule for ParallelEncode[16,6]

download vpxenc decode encode-given-state waitwait rebase upload

start 25 s 50 s 75 s 100 s

th
re

ad
s

1

4

7

10

13

16

Figure 4: Execution of the ExCamera[6,16] encoder (§ 4.4) for
a typical 16-thread batch on a warm start. At two points in the
computation, a thread may have to “wait” for state from the
thread above. The “slow” work of searching for motion vectors
and prediction modes (vpxenc and encode-given-state) runs in
parallel. The “fast” rebasing step runs serially.

tural similarity (SSIM) [28], calculated by the Xiph
dump_ssim tool [7]. Figure 3 illustrates how SSIM corre-
lates with perceived image quality.

5.2 Baselines

We benchmarked a range of ExCamera[N ,x] pipelines
against two alternative VP8 encoding systems:

1. vpx (single-threaded): vpxenc, running in single-
threaded mode on an Amazon EC2 c3.8xlarge in-
stance with a 2.8 GHz Intel Xeon E5-2680 v2 CPU.
The source material was on a local SSD RAID array.
Encoded output was written to a RAM disk.

This represents the best possible compression and
quality that can be achieved with a state-of-the-art
encoder, but takes about 7.5 hours to encode Sintel.

2. vpx (multi-threaded): vpxenc in multi-threaded
mode and configured to use all cores, running on
the same kind of instance as above. This represents
a common encoding configuration, with reasonable
tradeoffs among compression, quality, and speed.
Encoding Sintel takes about 2.5 hours. We also ran
vpxenc on a 128-core x1.32xlarge machine, with
the same results. vpxenc’s style of multi-threading
parallelizes compression within each frame, which
limits the granularity of parallelism.

5.3 Results

Microbenchmark. We first present a breakdown of the
time spent by an ExCamera[6,16] encoder. This serves
as a microbenchmark of the mu system and of the algo-
rithm. Figure 4 shows the results of a typical batch. mu’s
dependency-aware scheduler assigns the first worker that

AWS Lambda spawns to a task whose output will be con-
sumed by later-spawning workers. The figure shows that
the total amount of “slow” work dwarfs the time spent on
rebasing, but the serial nature of the rebasing step makes
it account for most of the end-to-end completion time.

The analysis confirms that our own encode routine
(encode-given-state) is considerably slower than Google’s
vpxenc, especially as the latter is encoding six frames
and our routine only one. This suggests ExCamera has
considerable room for optimization remaining.

Encoder performance. We ran ExCamera and the base-
lines with a variety of encoding parameters, resulting in a
range of quality-to-bitrate tradeoffs for each approach.
Figure 5 shows the results. As expected, vpx (single-
threaded) gives the best quality at a given bitrate, and
naive parallelism (ExCamera[6,1]) produces the worst.
On the animated movie, ExCamera[6,16] performs as
well as multi-threaded vpxenc, giving within 2% of the
same quality-to-bitrate tradeoff with a much higher de-
gree of parallelism. On the live-action movie, ExCamera
is within 9%.

We also measured each approach’s speed. We chose a
particular quality level: for Sintel, SSIM of 20 dB, rep-
resenting high quality, and for Tears of Steel, SSIM of
16 dB. We ran ExCamera with a range of settings that
produce this quality, as well as the baselines, to compare
the tradeoffs of encoding speed and compressed bitrate.
We took the median of at least three runs of each scheme
and linearly interpolated time and bitrate between runs
at adjacent quality settings when we could not achieve
exactly the target quality.

Figure 6 shows the results. ExCamera sweeps out a
range of tradeoffs between 60ù to 300ù faster than multi-
threaded vpxenc, with compression that ranges between
10% better and 80% worse. In some cases, pipelines
with coarser-grained parallelism and no rebasing (e.g. Ex-
Camera[24,1]) outperformed pipelines with finer-grained
parallelism and rebasing (e.g. ExCamera[6,16]). This
suggests inefficiency in our current implementation of
encode-given-state and rebase that can be improved
upon, but at present, the value of fine-grained parallelism
and rebasing may depend on whether the application
pipeline includes other costly per-frame processing, such
as a filter or classifier, in addition to compressing the
output. The costlier the per-frame computation, the more
worthwhile it will be to use fine-grained threads.

YouTube measurement. To compare against a commer-
cial parallel encoding system, we uploaded the official
H.264 version of Sintel, which is 5.1 GiB, to YouTube.
YouTube appears to insert key frames every 128 frames,
and we understand that YouTube parallelizes at least some
encoding jobs with the same granularity. The upload
took 77 seconds over a gigabit Ethernet connection from
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Using 16 threads to encode 16 x 6 = 96 frames of video
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Leverage wide parallelism + preserve 
reasonable video quality
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Figure 5: Quality vs. bitrate for four VP8 video encoders on the two 4K movies. ExCamera[6,16] achieves within 2% (Sintel) or 9%
(Tears of Steel) of the performance of a state-of-the-art encoder (multi-threaded vpxenc) with a much higher degree of parallelism.

Stanford. We ran youtube-dl --list-formats every
five seconds to monitor the availability of the processed
versions. Counting from the end of the upload, it took
YouTube 36.5 minutes until a compressed H.264 version
was available for playback. It took 417 minutes until a
compressed VP9 version was available for playback.

Because YouTube does not encode 4K VP8 content,
and does not have adjustable quality, these figures cannot
be directly compared with those in Figure 6. However,
they suggest that even in systems that have no shortage
of raw CPU resources, the coarse granularity of available
parallelism may be limiting the end-to-end latency of
user-visible encoding jobs.

Cost. At AWS Lambda’s current pricing, it costs about
$5.40 to encode the 15-minute Sintel movie using the Ex-
Camera[6,16] encoder. The encoder runs 3,552 threads,
each processing ¼ second of the movie. The last thread
completes after 2.6 minutes, but because workers quit as
soon as their chunk has been rebased and uploaded, the
average worker takes only 60.4 seconds. In a long chain
of rebasing, later threads spend much of their time waiting
on predecessors (Figure 4). A more-sophisticated launch-
ing strategy could save money, without compromising
completion time, by delaying launching these threads.

6 Limitations and future work

At present, ExCamera has a number of limitations in its
evaluation, implementation, and approach. We discuss
these in turn.

6.1 Limitations of the evaluation

Only evaluated on two videos. We have only character-
ized ExCamera’s performance on two creative-commons
videos (one animated, one live-action). While these are
widely used benchmarks for video encoders, this may
have more to do with their availability in uncompressed
formats than suitability as benchmarks. We will need to
verify experimentally that ExCamera’s results generalize.

If everybody used Lambda as we do, would it still

be as good? To the best of our knowledge, ExCamera
is among the first systems to use AWS Lambda as a
supercomputer-by-the-second. ExCamera slams the sys-
tem with thousands of TLS connections and threads start-
ing at once, a workload we expect not to be characteristic
of other customers. We don’t know if Lambda would con-
tinue to provide low latencies, and maintain its current
pricing, if ExCamera-like workloads become popular.

6.2 Limitations of the implementation

encode-given-state is slow and has poor compression

efficiency. The microbenchmark of Figure 4 and other
measurements suggest there is considerable room for op-
timization in our encode-given-state routine (§ 4.4). This
is future work. We explored building further on vpxenc
so as to avoid using our own de novo encoder at all, but
did not achieve an improvement over the status quo.

Pipeline specification is complex. In addition to parallel
video compression, ExCamera supports, in principle, a
range of pipeline topologies: per-image transformations
followed by encoding, operations that compose multiple
input frames, edits that rearrange frames, and computer-
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Summary of results

We characterized ExCamera’s performance and found
that it can summon 3,600 cores (representing about 9
teraFLOPS) within 2.5 seconds of job startup. For video
encoding, we tuned ExCamera and compared it with ex-
isting systems using a 15-minute animated movie in 4K
resolution [20], encoding into the VP8 compressed-video
format [29]. ExCamera achieved comparable compres-
sion to existing systems, at the same quality level relative
to the original uncompressed video, and was many times
faster. The evaluation is fully described in Section 5.

System Bitrate Encode time

at 20 dB SSIM

(lower is better) (lower is better)

ExCamera[6,16]1 27.4 Mbps 2.6 minutes
ExCamera[6,1]2 43.1 Mbps 0.5 minutes
vpxenc multi-threaded 27.2 Mbps 149 minutes
vpxenc single-threaded 22.0 Mbps 453 minutes
YouTube H.2643

n/a 36.5 minutes
YouTube VP9 n/a 417 minutes

Results were similar on a 12-minute live-action 4K
video [23]:

System Bitrate Encode time

at 16 dB SSIM

(lower is better) (lower is better)

ExCamera[6,16] 39.6 Mbps 2.2 minutes
ExCamera[6,1] 66.0 Mbps 0.5 minutes
vpxenc multi-threaded 36.6 Mbps 131 minutes
vpxenc single-threaded 29.0 Mbps 501 minutes

This paper proceeds as follows. In Section 2, we intro-
duce our framework to execute general-purpose parallel
computations, with inter-thread communication, on AWS
Lambda. We discuss the problem of fine-grained parallel
video encoding in Section 3, and describe ExCamera’s
approach in Section 4. We then evaluate ExCamera’s per-
formance (§ 5), discuss limitations (§ 6), and compare
with related work (§ 7).

ExCamera is free software. The source code and evalu-
ation data are available at https://ex.camera.

2 Thousands of tiny threads in the cloud

While cloud services like Amazon EC2 and Google Com-
pute Engine allow users to provision a cluster of powerful
machines, doing so is costly: VMs take minutes to start
and usage is billed with substantial minimums: an hour

1“ExCamera[6,16]” refers to encoding chunks of six frames indepen-
dently in parallel, then stitching them together in strings of 16 chunks.

2Encodes independent chunks of six frames each, without stitching.
3Because YouTube doesn’t encode into the VP8 format at this res-

olution or expose an adjustable quality, we report only the total time
between the end of upload and the video’s availability in each format.

for EC2, or 10 minutes for GCE. This means that a cluster
of VMs is not effective for running occasional short-lived,
massively parallel, interactive jobs.

Recently, cloud providers have begun offering microser-

vice frameworks that allow systems builders to replace
long-lived servers processing many requests with short-
lived workers that are dispatched as requests arrive. As
an example, a website might generate thumbnail images
using a “cloud function,” spawning a short-lived worker
each time a customer uploads a photograph.

Because workers begin their task quickly upon spawn-
ing and usage is billed at a fine grain, these frameworks
show promise as an alternative to a cluster of VMs
for short-lived interactive jobs. On the other hand, mi-
croservice frameworks are typically built to execute asyn-
chronous lightweight tasks. In contrast, the jobs we target
use thousands of simultaneous threads that execute heavy-
weight computations and communicate with one another.

To address this mismatch we built mu, a library for
designing and deploying massively parallel computations
on AWS Lambda. We chose AWS Lambda for several
reasons: (1) workers spawn quickly, (2) billing is in sub-
second increments, (3) a user can run many workers simul-
taneously, and (4) workers can run arbitrary executables.
Other services [4, 10, 19] offer the first three, but to our
knowledge none offers the fourth. We therefore restrict
our discussion to AWS Lambda. (In the future it may be
possible to extend mu to other frameworks.)

In the next sections, we briefly describe AWS
Lambda (§ 2.1); discuss the mismatch between Lambda
and our requirements, and the architecture that mu uses to
bridge this gap (§ 2.2); detail mu’s software interface
and implementation (§ 2.3); and present microbench-
marks (§ 2.4). We present an end-to-end evaluation of
mu applied to massively parallel video encoding in Sec-
tion 5 and discuss mu’s limitations in Section 6.

2.1 AWS Lambda overview

AWS Lambda is a microservice framework designed to
execute user-supplied Lambda functions in response to
asynchronous events, e.g., message arrivals, file uploads,
or API calls made via HTTP requests. Upon receiving an
event, AWS Lambda spawns a worker, which executes
in a Linux container with configurable resources up to
two, 2.8 GHz virtual CPUs, 1,536 MiB RAM, and about
500 MB of disk space. AWS Lambda provisions addi-
tional containers as necessary in response to demand.

To create a Lambda function, a user generates a pack-
age containing code written in a high-level language (cur-
rently Python, Java, Javascript, or C#) and installs the
package using an HTTP API. Installed Lambda functions
are invoked by AWS Lambda in response to any of a
number of events specified at installation.
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ExCamera results are on 3600 cores
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Scanner



Motivating questions

If I wanted to grab a few terabytes of video, store it in a database, and 
perform pixel-level analyses on frames from the collection using a 
cluster of high-compute-density nodes, what system should I use?

If large-scale, frame-level processing was widely available, what are 
new types of questions a data analyst might ask about increasingly 
abundant video datasets?

What are the software tools needed to conduct visual data mining 
on large video collections?



72 hours of recording 
over nine months: 
(Sep 2014 – May 2015)

Google Glass

“KrishnaCam” egocentric video dataset [Singh 2016]



Ensemble of face detectors for KrishnaCam



Large-scale autonomous vehicle datasets

[Image Credit: Kundu et al. 2016]



American TV news dataset
▪ 3 years of CNN, FOX, MSNBC 
▪ 72,000 hours of video, 12 billion frames

Fareed Zakaria GPS

CNN Newsroom

Situation Room

CNN Newsroom with 
Poppy Harlow

The Lead with Jake 
Tapper

America News 
Headquarters

The Five

The Real Story With 
Gretchen Carlson

Shepard Smith Reporting

On the Record With 
Brit Hume



Example questions
▪ Where are the commercials? 

- Largely to exclude from analysis, but may wish to analyze 
commercials independently? 

▪ Can we break the video into shots?



Geena Davis Inclusion Quotient (GD-IQ) 
Project between Google and The Geena Davis Institute on Gender in Media

Female on-screen time Female speaking time

Image credit: https://www.google.com/intl/en/about/main/gender-equality-films/ 



American TV news analysis (first 100 hrs)
Fareed Zakaria GPS

CNN Newsroom

Situation Room

CNN Newsroom with 
Poppy Harlow

The Lead with Jake 
Tapper

America News 
Headquarters

The Five

The Real Story With 
Gretchen Carlson

Shepard Smith Reporting

On the Record With 
Brit Hume

17% female

43%

32%

40%

32%

35%

40%

45%

27%

28%



Cinematography analysis

“Star Wars Episode IV: a New Hope” 
Segmented into shot boundaries based on image histograms

Collaboration with Alex Hall, Maneesh Agrawala (Stanford)

What is the average length of shot in a movie?

Does the director favor close ups or wide 
shots? How much camera motion is used? 

What are the main color palettes in the film? 

How do these traits vary across films or time?



Star Wars Ep IV: Sorted by time Sorted by color



Sensing human social interactions

CMU Panoptic Studio 
480 video cameras (640 x 480 @ 24fps)

147 MPixel video sensor 
(3.5 GPixel/sec)

[Joo 2015]



Data from the CMU Panoptic Studio



[Courtesy Yaser Sheikh, Tomas Simon, Hanbyul Joo]

Capturing human social interactions 
40-second sequence 
3D pose reconstruction time: hand-coded solution — 7 hours on 4-Titan Xp’s [Cao 2016]

[Joo et al. 2015]
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Facebook Surround 360 VR video 
14  2K x 2K cameras

2048 x 2048 PointGrey Camera @ 30 FPS

14 cameras 
8K x 8K stereo panorama output = 
12.5 secs per frame on 32-core CPU
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Cinematography
Mean Girls

3D-Pose ReconstructionSurround 360 Open Edition TV News (Montage of Rachel Maddow)

...

Left Eye

Right Eye Star Wars

Fig. 12. Surround360: Scanner’s port of Surround360 fuses 14 video streams into a panoramic video for VR display. 3D Pose: Views of a social scene by 72 of
the 480 cameras in the CMU Panoptic Studio (image credit Joo et al. [2016]). Scanner performs pose estimation on all 480 camera streams which are then fused
into 3D poses (shown projected onto a single view). Cinematography: A montage of one frame from each shot in Star Wars and Mean Girls computed using
Scanner pipelines (Figure 1-a and -b). TV News: Scanner was used to search for people in 70,000 hours of TV News. Here we show a montage of instances of
Rachel Maddow, a popular news host.

Single Video Scaling. One use of scaling to large machines is
to deliver video processing results back to the user rapidly. (e.g., for
quick preview or analysis.). Figure 10 shows Scanner executing ����
and ���� on a single 2.2 hour feature-length �lm on a cluster of 2,400
cores and a cluster of 75 GPUs. Executing ���� on this video took
4.3 minutes on a single machine (32 vCPUs) and nearly 15 minutes
on a single GPU. These times were reduced to 20 and 31 seconds
respectively when parallelizing this computation to large CPU and
GPU clusters. Scaling ���� to the large GPU cluster reduced pose
estimation processing time from 55 minutes (1 GPU) to two minutes
(75 GPUs).

LargeDataset Scalability. Scanner enables scaling to large video
datasets that would have been impractical to process without the
use of large numbers of machines. Figure 11 shows the speedup
achieved running the ���� and ���� benchmarks on datasets used
by the video data mining applications in Section 5.2.3: ������, a
collection of 657 feature length �lms (107 million frames, 2.3 TB),
and ������, a collection of short clips (approximately 10 seconds
each) from 60K TV news videos (these shots total 86 million frames).
Scanner scales linearly up to 3000 vCPUs and 150 GPUs while con-
tinuing to scale near linearly up to 250 GPUs. Speedups are sublinear
at higher machine counts since a single slowmachine (straggler) can
signi�cantly delay job completion. Techniques for mitigating the
e�ect of stragglers are well-studied and could be applied to Scanner
[Ananthanarayanan et al. 2013].

5.2 Application Experiences
We have used Scanner to scale a range of video processing applica-
tions (Section 2.1), enabling us to use many machines to obtain re-
sults faster, and to scale computations to much larger video datasets
than previously practical. Each application presented a unique com-
bination of frame access patterns, usage of Scanner computation
graph features, and computational demands.

5.2.1 Video-Based 3D Pose Reconstruction. The video-based 3D
pose reconstruction algorithm by Joo et al. [2016] requires e�cient
scheduling of hybrid compute graphs with both CPU and GPU op-
erations to fully utilize machines packed densely with GPUs. The
algorithm involves evaluating a DNN on every frame of the 480

video streams in the Panoptic Studio (Figure 1-f). (Per-frame results
from each video are then fused to estimate a per-frame 3D pose as in
Figure 12, 3D Pose). An optimized implementation of the per-frame
algorithm took 16.1 hours to process a 40-second sequence of cap-
tured video on a single Titan Xp GPU (frames 13,500 to 14,500 of the
160422_ma�a2 scene from the CMU Panoptic Dataset). A version of
this algorithm was previously parallelized onto four Titan Xp GPUs,
reducing processing time to seven hours [Cao et al. 2016]. Using
the exact same kernels, the Scanner implementation reduces run-
time on the same 4-GPU machine to 2.6 hours due to more e�cient
graph scheduling (better pipelining and data transfer optimizations
as discussed in Section 5.1.3).

Using Scanner, it was also simple to further accelerate the appli-
cation using a large cluster of multi-GPU machines in the cloud.
The same Scanner application schedule onto 200 K80 GPUs (25 8-
GPU machines on GCE) completed processinf of the same video
sequence in only 25 minutes. Dramatically reducing pose recon-
struction time to minutes stands to enable researchers to capture
longer and richer social interactions using emerging video-based
capture infrastructure such as the Panoptic Studio.

5.2.2 Hyperlapse Generation. The real-time hyperlapse algo-
rithm of [Joshi et al. 2015], which computes stabilized timelapses,
makes use of computations that stencil over temporal windows. The
computational bottleneck in the hyperlapse algorithm is feature
extraction from the input images and pairwise feature matching
between neighboring images. We implemented those portions of
the algorithm as kernels in Scanner (Figure 1-d) using a GPU kernel
to extract SIFT features from each frame and a second GPU kernel
with a stencil window of sizew to perform feature matching. Scan-
ner’s stenciling mechanism simpli�ed the implementation of the
feature matching kernel (the runtime handles storing intermediate
video frames and results) and made the pipeline easy to extend.
For example, Joshi et al. [2015] suggest a performance optimization
that approximates the reconstruction cost between two frames as
the sum of successive costs, falling back to the full windowed fea-
ture matching when necessary. The corresponding Scanner pipeline
(Figure 1-e) reduces the matching kernel’s stencil size to [0, 1] to
capture the adjacent reconstruction costs and adds a new kernel
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Workload
▪ 100’s to 1000’s of videos, different video lengths 

▪ Sparse frame sampling: evaluate a kernel on every (Nth) frame, 
or on a specific list of frames (every frame with people) 
- DNN inference (detection, facial landmarks, segmentation, etc.) 

▪ Operations that require a window of multiple frames in sequence 
- Optical flow, hyperlapse sliding windows, etc… 

▪ Operations with temporal dependencies (frame-to-frame state) 
- Object tracking 

▪ Operations that combine multiple video streams



Scanner: design goals / principles

Design principle 1: keep it simple 
- Enable non-expert programmers (computer vision researchers, visual data 

analysts) to rapidly develop and deploy video analysis applications at cloud scale

Design principle 2: be near speed-of-light efficient 
- “Near-HW-peak single-node perf”, then scale out 
- Utilize heterogenous hardware: ASICs for video encode/decode, run kernels on 

multi-core CPUs, GPUs, future DNN accelerators



What do I mean by scale? axes of scaling
Scale to arbitrarily large video datasets: 

- A modest number of long videos (hundreds of feature films) 
- Many short videos  (1M youtube videos) 

Scale to large numbers of compute resources: 
- Efficiently utilize a single large parallel machine (grad student workstation) 
- Efficiently utilize many machines (100’s GPUs or 1000’s CPUs in the cloud) 

Scale to real-time processing: 
- Processing (and joining results of) multiple video streams 

Current non-goal of Scanner: scaling to very large single images 
(satellite images, maps, etc.)



Basic Scanner workflow
myvideos/vid00.mp4 
myvideos/vid01.mp4 
myvideos/vid02.mp4 
… 
myvideos/vid99.mp4

I have a list of videos in a filesystem…

And I have a library of parallel pixel processing kernels for CPUs and GPUs:

Image crop/rescale  (Halide)

Optical flow (OpenCV)

Video Tracker (CUDA)

Depth from disparity (Halide)

Eigen (C)

Caffe DNN Eval
NVIDIA cuDNN

Face detection 
network

Human Pose 
estimation

Object detector

Depth/normal 
estimator

…

[Cao16]

[Redmon16]

[Bansal17]

[Hu17]



Represent videos as relations (tables)

table: vid00.mp4
frame_id frame

table: vid01.mp4
frame_id frame

table: vid99.mp4
frame_id frame

…

table: vid02.mp4
frame_id frame

Ingest into Scanner…

myvideos/vid00.mp4 
myvideos/vid01.mp4 
myvideos/vid02.mp4 
… 
myvideos/vid99.mp4

videos = ['vid_00.mp4',...,'vid_99.mp4'] 
db = scanner.Database(); 
video_tables = db.ingest_videos(videos)



Resize

DNN

Track

1920x1080 images
(length = 18000)

id frame

impl: CUDA

496x368 images
(length = 1800)

list of bboxes
(length = 1800)

list of bboxes
(length = 18000)

Stride(10)

Space(10)

B(8) impl: Caffe

impl: Halide

id faces

list of bboxes
(length = 18000)

1920x1080 images
(length = 1800)

W(20)

Computation as dataflow graph
videos = ['vid_00.mp4',...,'vid_99.mp4'] 
db = scanner.Database(); 
video_tables = db.ingest_videos(videos) 

frame = db.ops.FrameInput() 

sparse_frames = frame.stride(10) 

resized = db.ops.Resize( 
    frame  = sparse_frames, 
    width  = 496, height = 398) 

detections = db.ops.DNN( 
    frame = resized, 
    model = ‘face_dnn.prototxt’, 
    batch = 8) 

frame_detections = detections.space(10) 

faces = db.ops.Track( 
    frame      = frame, 
    detections = frame_detections, 
    warmup     = 20) 

output = db.ops.Output(columns=[faces])

* Similar to TensorFlow graph, or SVE processing graph



Resize

DNN

Track

1920x1080 images
(length = 18000)

id frame

impl: CUDA

496x368 images
(length = 1800)

list of bboxes
(length = 1800)

list of bboxes
(length = 18000)

Stride(10)

Space(10)

B(8) impl: Caffe

impl: Halide

id faces

list of bboxes
(length = 18000)

1920x1080 images
(length = 1800)

W(20)

Sequence sampling operations 
(stride, range, indexed gather) 
Output sequence contains subset of elements of 
input sequence 

e.g. 
Run on every 5th frame 
Run on a list of frames known to contain faces 

Note: this is sampling, it is not data-dependent 
filtering

Scanner dataflow graph 
operations



Resize

DNN

Track

1920x1080 images
(length = 18000)

id frame

impl: CUDA

496x368 images
(length = 1800)

list of bboxes
(length = 1800)

list of bboxes
(length = 18000)

Stride(10)

Space(10)

B(8) impl: Caffe

impl: Halide

id faces

list of bboxes
(length = 18000)

1920x1080 images
(length = 1800)

W(20)

Bounded stateful operations 
Each output element depends on results of 
processing prior output element 
Runtime guarantees effects from at least W prior 
“warmup" elements will be visible 

e.g. 
Object tracking 
Minimizing temporal discontinuities while running 
in parallel

Scanner dataflow graph 
operations



DAGs of data-parallel operations
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scan_sequential 
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Parallel execution in Scanner

I/O

GPU HW 
Decoder

Resize 
Instance 0

DNN Eval 
Instance 0

Tracker 
Instance 0

Node 0: multi-core CPU + GPU

GPU 0

Node 1: multi-core CPU + 2 GPUs

GPU 1

GPU 2

video.mp4

I/O

I/O

I/O

I/O

GPU HW 
Decoder

Resize 
Instance 1

DNN Eval 
Instance 1

Tracker 
Instance 1I/O

I/O

I/O

GPU HW 
Decoder

Resize 
Instance 2

DNN Eval 
Instance 2

Tracker 
Instance 2

Work distribution supports mid-job node failure and addition 
Google Cloud Storage / S3 bindings for storage



Per-element (sparse) dependency analysisB(2)
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Accelerated parallel sparse frame decode using 
index of keyframe locations 

frame 0 
(keyframe)

byte 0

frame 120 
(keyframe)

byte 4840

frame 270 
(keyframe)

byte 6796

frame 340 
(keyframe)

byte 12480

frame 310 
(keyframe)

byte 11284

130 131 192 320

Scanner maintains index of keyframe locations to enable 
work-efficient parallel decode
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Efficient video decode under sparse access
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Fig. 6. When executing a single graph instance, Scanner’s sparse video
decode optimizations improve throughput over an OpenCV baseline on both
the CPU and GPU. By using multiple graph instances, Scanner improves
CPU decode throughput by more e�iciently utilizing the machine’s 16 CPU
cores.

Scanner’s data store implements a number of additional optimiza-
tions to maximize throughput, such as avoiding unnecessary reset
of video decoder state when multiple required frames fall between
two keyframes and time multi-plexing decoders at bulk granularity
to avoid unnecessary state resets when jobs draw video data from
multiple tables. When available, Scanner also leverages ASIC hard-
ware decode capabilities to accelerate video decode. For example, on
a GPU-based system, use of GPU-resident video decoding hardware
frees programmable resources to execute other graph operations
and also allows compressed video data to be communicated over
the CPU-GPU bus.

5 EVALUATION
The goal of Scanner is to create a system that is su�ciently ex-
pressive to enable a rich set of video processing applications while
also maintaining high performance. We evaluated Scanner’s perfor-
mance in terms of the e�ciency of video frame access, e�ciency in
scheduling computation graphs onto a single machine, and scala-
bility of applications to large numbers of CPUs and GPUs and very
large video datasets. We evaluated Scanner’s utility and expressive-
ness by implementing the video analysis workloads from Section 2.1
and deploying them at scale.

5.1 Performance
5.1.1 Video Decode Throughput. One of Scanner’s major goals is

to provide applications with high-throughput access to compressed
video frames, including when the requested access patterns are
sparse. Sparse frame access is challenging because many video com-
pression standards encode frames relative to neighboring frames.We
evaluated Scanner’s H.264 decode performance against an OpenCV
baseline under a varying set of frame access patterns drawn from
our workloads:

• �������1. All video frames
• �������24. Every 24th frame.
• ������. A random list of frames that sparsely samples the

video (0.25% of the video).
• �����. Blocks of 2,000 consecutive frames, each spread out

by 20,000 frames.
• ��������. Only the keyframes from the video.

Figure 6 presents Scanner’s decode throughput under the di�erent
access patterns evaluated on a 2.2 hour, 202,525 frame, 1920⇥1080
H.264 encoded video (average keyframe distance of 104 frames)

on a machine with two 8-core Intel Xeon E5-2620 CPUs and one
NVIDIA Titan Xp GPU. The throughput is normalized to a baseline
implementation which makes use of the OpenCV C++ API for video
decode on the CPU and GPU (absolute throughput numbers in FPS
are also given). On both the CPU and GPU, we include results for a
single graph instance to show the e�ect of our sparse video decode
optimizations. We also include results for multiple graph instances
on the CPU to exploit Scanner’s ability to decode di�erent parts
of the stream in parallel (we evaluate multiple graph instances on
multiple GPUs in Section 5.1.3)..
In all cases, Scanner matches or exceeds the OpenCV baseline.

For a single graph instance on both the CPU and GPU, Scanner
performs signi�cantly better (up to 17⇥) than the OpenCV baselines
when frame access is sparse. This is because Scanner avoids post-
decode processing of frames which must be decoded but were not
requested. Scanner use the machine’s 16 CPU cores more e�ciently
when using multiple graph instances (16-core CPU, Multi-instance
on Figure 6) since it executes multiple instances of the decoder in
parallel (in addition to the parallelization available in H.264 decode
which OpenCV also exploits).

Even though Scanner’s throughput is signi�cantly greater than
that of the OpenCV baselines in sparse access scenarios, overall
throughput (FPS) of sparse access is fundamentally lower. In situa-
tions where an application is �exible in which frames it can sample,
�������� can yield signi�cantly higher throughput compared to
other sparse access patterns (�������24 or ������).

5.1.2 Scheduling Graphs with Optimized Kernels. In conjunction
with video frame access, Scanner is also responsible for scheduling
computation graphs of optimized kernels to machines with CPUs
and GPUs. To test this, we chose three highly optimized kernels
drawn from the applications in Section 2.1 and compared their
native performance (when invoked from C++ and using OpenCV
for video decode as in Section 5.1.1) to Scanner implementations
using a single compute graph instance. These are:

����. Compute and store the pixel color histogram for all frames
(video decode bound). Histogram is computed via OpenCV’s
cv::calcHist/cv::cuda::histEven routines on the CPU/GPU
respectively.

����. Compute optical �ow for all frames using a 2-frame stencil
(OpenCV’s CPU and GPU FarnebackOpticalFlow routines).

���. Downsample and transform an input frame, then evaluate
the Inception-v1 image DNN [Szegedy et al. 2015] for all frames.
Image transformation is performed in Halide and DNN evaluation
is performed using Ca�e [Jia et al. 2014].
Figure 7 presents the throughput of CPU and GPU versions of

the Scanner implementations of the microbenchmarks (using the
libraries given above) normalized to their native implementations.
We use the same multi-core CPU + single GPU machine from Sec-
tion 5.1.1. In all cases, the Scanner implementations execute the
kernels without incurring signi�cant overhead, nearly matching
or exceeding the native implementations. The Scanner implemen-
tations of ���� on the CPU and ��� on the GPU achieve a mod-
est improvement in throughput due to better orchestration of the
computation graph (pipelining of video decode, data transfers, and
kernel execution).

ACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 37, No. 4, Article 1. Publication date: July 2018. 2018-01-24 13:46 page 8 (pp. 1-13) Submission ID: 577
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Scaling to bigger machines
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Fig. 7. Scanner executes graphs implemented using well-optimized kernels
without overhead, matching or exceeding baseline implementations on both
the CPU and GPU. Be�er orchestration of the compute graph produces
modest improvements in ���� and ���.
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Fig. 9. Scanner’s runtime optimizations result in a 5 to 19⇥ speedup of three
microbenchmarks on a four-GPU machine. Each microbenchmark benefits
di�erently from the optimizations, but the combination of all optimizations
produces the best performance.

5.1.3 SingleMachine Scalability. It is common for high-endwork-
stations and modern servers to be packed densely with multiple
GPUs and CPUs. We evaluated Scanner’s scalability on multi-core
CPU and multi-GPU platforms by running the microbenchmarks
from Section 5.1.2 on a server with the same CPU but now with
four Titan Xp GPUs. Figure 8 compares the microbenchmarks using
multiple graph instances against their single graph instance coun-
terparts from Section 5.1.2. Since OpenCV’s ���� and ���� are
not parallelized on the CPU, Scanner bene�ts from parallelization
across video frames, providing a 5.1 and 12.5⇥ speedup respectively.
Although the Ca�e library is internally parallelized, Scanner still
bene�ts from processing multiple frames simultaneously for ���.
The GPU benchmarks realize near linear scaling (at least 3.7⇥)

from one to four GPUs. In both cases, the benchmarks achieve their
improvements in throughput without requiring modi�cation to the
Scanner applications. Achieving good multi-GPU scaling required
the runtime optimizations discussed in Section 4. Figure 9 depicts a

Fig. 10. Scanner enables accelerates the analysis of a single video using
hundreds of GPUs and thousands of CPU cores. A computation that took
4-13 minutes is reduced to 30 seconds by scaling out.

Fig. 11. Scanner applications e�iciently scale to hundreds of GPUs and
thousands of CPU cores when processing large datasets. Speedup is nearly
linear until hi�ing stragglers at high machine counts.

factor analysis of the runtime optimizations for the three pipelines
used in the four GPU scalability evaluation. The baseline con�gura-
tion is Scanner with all optimizations disabled. Each data point is
the addition of one of the optimizations mentioned in Section 4:

(1) Using multiple GPUs
(2) Pipelining CPU-GPU computations and data-transfer
(3) GPU HW ASIC decode
(4) GPU memory pool
(5) Increased work packet size
(6) Batching input elements to kernels

Even when executing the simple computation graphs of ����,
����, and ��� benchmarks, achieving multi-GPU scalability re-
quired the combining several key optimizations. For example, ����
which is decode bound, bene�ts most from GPU Memory Pool
because it enables the fast GPU ASIC decoder (enabled by GPU
Decode) to operate at full rate, unhampered by overheads from
video frame memory allocations. In the case of ���, the signi�cant
speedup from Batching is only possible due to enabling a Work
Packet Size that is greater than the batch size.

5.1.4 Multi-Machine and Dataset Scalability. The true bene�t
of Scanner is the ability to scale video processing applications to
large numbers of machines and to very large video datasets. To
evaluate Scanner’s scalability, we executed two benchmarks, the
���� computation graph from Section 5.1.2, and ����, the OpenPose
human pose estimation benchmark [Cao et al. 2016] which is central
to several larger applications in Section 5.2, at scale on Google
Compute Engine (GCE). We perform CPU scaling experiments on
instances witn 32 vCPUs (the unit of CPU hardware allocation on
GCE, usually 1 hyper-thread), and GPU scaling experiments on
instances with 16 vCPUs and 2 NVIDIA K80 GPUs. Since the ����
implementation does not support CPU execution, we only evaluate
it in GPU scaling experiments.

2018-01-24 13:46 page 9 (pp. 1-13) Submission ID: 577 ACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 37, No. 4, Article 1. Publication date: July 2018.
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Scalability to many cloud machines
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Fig. 7. Scanner executes graphs implemented using well-optimized kernels
without overhead, matching or exceeding baseline implementations on both
the CPU and GPU. Be�er orchestration of the compute graph produces
modest improvements in ���� and ���.
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Fig. 8. Scanner computation graphs can be scaled to machines featuring
multi-core CPUs and multiple GPUs without code modification. On the
CPU, Scanner improves utilization of the 16-cores by parallelizing across
multiple frames. On the GPU, Scanner achieves near linear speedup (at
least 3.7⇥) when moving from one to four GPUs..
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Fig. 9. Scanner’s runtime optimizations result in a 5 to 19⇥ speedup of three
microbenchmarks on a four-GPU machine. Each microbenchmark benefits
di�erently from the optimizations, but the combination of all optimizations
produces the best performance.

5.1.3 SingleMachine Scalability. It is common for high-endwork-
stations and modern servers to be packed densely with multiple
GPUs and CPUs. We evaluated Scanner’s scalability on multi-core
CPU and multi-GPU platforms by running the microbenchmarks
from Section 5.1.2 on a server with the same CPU but now with
four Titan Xp GPUs. Figure 8 compares the microbenchmarks using
multiple graph instances against their single graph instance coun-
terparts from Section 5.1.2. Since OpenCV’s ���� and ���� are
not parallelized on the CPU, Scanner bene�ts from parallelization
across video frames, providing a 5.1 and 12.5⇥ speedup respectively.
Although the Ca�e library is internally parallelized, Scanner still
bene�ts from processing multiple frames simultaneously for ���.
The GPU benchmarks realize near linear scaling (at least 3.7⇥)

from one to four GPUs. In both cases, the benchmarks achieve their
improvements in throughput without requiring modi�cation to the
Scanner applications. Achieving good multi-GPU scaling required
the runtime optimizations discussed in Section 4. Figure 9 depicts a
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Fig. 10. Scanner enables accelerates the analysis of a single video using
hundreds of GPUs and thousands of CPU cores. A computation that took
4-13 minutes is reduced to 30 seconds by scaling out.

Fig. 11. Scanner applications e�iciently scale to hundreds of GPUs and
thousands of CPU cores when processing large datasets. Speedup is nearly
linear until hi�ing stragglers at high machine counts.

factor analysis of the runtime optimizations for the three pipelines
used in the four GPU scalability evaluation. The baseline con�gura-
tion is Scanner with all optimizations disabled. Each data point is
the addition of one of the optimizations mentioned in Section 4:

(1) Using multiple GPUs
(2) Pipelining CPU-GPU computations and data-transfer
(3) GPU HW ASIC decode
(4) GPU memory pool
(5) Increased work packet size
(6) Batching input elements to kernels

Even when executing the simple computation graphs of ����,
����, and ��� benchmarks, achieving multi-GPU scalability re-
quired the combining several key optimizations. For example, ����
which is decode bound, bene�ts most from GPU Memory Pool
because it enables the fast GPU ASIC decoder (enabled by GPU
Decode) to operate at full rate, unhampered by overheads from
video frame memory allocations. In the case of ���, the signi�cant
speedup from Batching is only possible due to enabling a Work
Packet Size that is greater than the batch size.

5.1.4 Multi-Machine and Dataset Scalability. The true bene�t
of Scanner is the ability to scale video processing applications to
large numbers of machines and to very large video datasets. To
evaluate Scanner’s scalability, we executed two benchmarks, the
���� computation graph from Section 5.1.2, and ����, the OpenPose
human pose estimation benchmark [Cao et al. 2016] which is central
to several larger applications in Section 5.2, at scale on Google
Compute Engine (GCE). We perform CPU scaling experiments on
instances witn 32 vCPUs (the unit of CPU hardware allocation on
GCE, usually 1 hyper-thread), and GPU scaling experiments on
instances with 16 vCPUs and 2 NVIDIA K80 GPUs. Since the ����
implementation does not support CPU execution, we only evaluate
it in GPU scaling experiments.
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Using many resources to process a 2.2 hour movie quickly 
(reduce latency of analysis)
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Fig. 7. Scanner executes graphs implemented using well-optimized kernels
without overhead, matching or exceeding baseline implementations on both
the CPU and GPU. Be�er orchestration of the compute graph produces
modest improvements in ���� and ���.
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Fig. 8. Scanner computation graphs can be scaled to machines featuring
multi-core CPUs and multiple GPUs without code modification. On the
CPU, Scanner improves utilization of the 16-cores by parallelizing across
multiple frames. On the GPU, Scanner achieves near linear speedup (at
least 3.7⇥) when moving from one to four GPUs..
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Fig. 9. Scanner’s runtime optimizations result in a 5 to 19⇥ speedup of three
microbenchmarks on a four-GPU machine. Each microbenchmark benefits
di�erently from the optimizations, but the combination of all optimizations
produces the best performance.

5.1.3 SingleMachine Scalability. It is common for high-endwork-
stations and modern servers to be packed densely with multiple
GPUs and CPUs. We evaluated Scanner’s scalability on multi-core
CPU and multi-GPU platforms by running the microbenchmarks
from Section 5.1.2 on a server with the same CPU but now with
four Titan Xp GPUs. Figure 8 compares the microbenchmarks using
multiple graph instances against their single graph instance coun-
terparts from Section 5.1.2. Since OpenCV’s ���� and ���� are
not parallelized on the CPU, Scanner bene�ts from parallelization
across video frames, providing a 5.1 and 12.5⇥ speedup respectively.
Although the Ca�e library is internally parallelized, Scanner still
bene�ts from processing multiple frames simultaneously for ���.
The GPU benchmarks realize near linear scaling (at least 3.7⇥)

from one to four GPUs. In both cases, the benchmarks achieve their
improvements in throughput without requiring modi�cation to the
Scanner applications. Achieving good multi-GPU scaling required
the runtime optimizations discussed in Section 4. Figure 9 depicts a

Fig. 10. Scanner enables accelerates the analysis of a single video using
hundreds of GPUs and thousands of CPU cores. A computation that took
4-13 minutes is reduced to 30 seconds by scaling out.
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Fig. 11. Scanner applications e�iciently scale to hundreds of GPUs and
thousands of CPU cores when processing large datasets. Speedup is nearly
linear until hi�ing stragglers at high machine counts.

factor analysis of the runtime optimizations for the three pipelines
used in the four GPU scalability evaluation. The baseline con�gura-
tion is Scanner with all optimizations disabled. Each data point is
the addition of one of the optimizations mentioned in Section 4:

(1) Using multiple GPUs
(2) Pipelining CPU-GPU computations and data-transfer
(3) GPU HW ASIC decode
(4) GPU memory pool
(5) Increased work packet size
(6) Batching input elements to kernels

Even when executing the simple computation graphs of ����,
����, and ��� benchmarks, achieving multi-GPU scalability re-
quired the combining several key optimizations. For example, ����
which is decode bound, bene�ts most from GPU Memory Pool
because it enables the fast GPU ASIC decoder (enabled by GPU
Decode) to operate at full rate, unhampered by overheads from
video frame memory allocations. In the case of ���, the signi�cant
speedup from Batching is only possible due to enabling a Work
Packet Size that is greater than the batch size.

5.1.4 Multi-Machine and Dataset Scalability. The true bene�t
of Scanner is the ability to scale video processing applications to
large numbers of machines and to very large video datasets. To
evaluate Scanner’s scalability, we executed two benchmarks, the
���� computation graph from Section 5.1.2, and ����, the OpenPose
human pose estimation benchmark [Cao et al. 2016] which is central
to several larger applications in Section 5.2, at scale on Google
Compute Engine (GCE). We perform CPU scaling experiments on
instances witn 32 vCPUs (the unit of CPU hardware allocation on
GCE, usually 1 hyper-thread), and GPU scaling experiments on
instances with 16 vCPUs and 2 NVIDIA K80 GPUs. Since the ����
implementation does not support CPU execution, we only evaluate
it in GPU scaling experiments.
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Using many resources to process database of many videos



Facebook Surround 360 VR video generation
44-node computation DAG 
8K x 8K stereo panorama output = 12.5 secs per frame on 32-core CPU

15 minute sequence:  (103 GB)  

Single node Scanner (32-core CPU) 
- 5 secs / frame  

Multi-node on Google Compute Engine 
- 64 x 32-core nodes (2048 cores) 
- Approaching real-time

Joins multiple video streams 
Bounded state operations (smoothing across parallel partitions)



3D human pose reconstruction

Grad student hand-tuned:
Scanner:

Scanner on GCE:

2.6 hrs     (1 node x 4 Titan Xp GPUs)

25 mins   (25 nodes x 4 K80 GPUs = 100 K80s)

 7 hrs        (1 node x 4 Titan Xp GPUs)

Performance makes extended capture sessions possible

Processing 40 seconds of video 
from CMU Panoptic studio



Stanford CS348V, Winter 2018

Today’s summary
▪ Last time: algorithmic techniques for increasing efficiency of video 

processing 

▪ Today: Cloud-scale infrastructure for processing large amounts of 
video at scale 

▪ Good example of need for new infrastructure (to run at scale) AND 
new algorithms (to reduce the amount of work done) 
- The cost of per-frame processing remains way too high to mine large video 

collections in a brute force manner 

- Running three detectors: Faster R-CNN, Convolutional Pose Machines, 
TinyFaces on all 6M 720p frames on GCP ~ $3400 

- Currently resort to heavy use of subsampling frames


